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Distinctive INSIGHT  OVERVIEW of the Daf 
1) MISHNAH: The Mishnah begins with a discussion related to the move-

ment of muktza on Shabbos. The Mishnah moves to a discussion of put-

ting garments into a press and releasing garments from a press on Shabbos. 

2) Indirect movement of muktza  

R’ Nachman ruled: Concerning a radish buried in the ground: If it 

is right side up, it may be removed from the ground on Shabbos but if it 

is upside down it may not be removed because removing the radish 

would involve indirect movement of muktza.  

R’ Ada bar Ahavah quotes the scholars of the yeshiva who refute R’ 

Nachman’s ruling from our Mishnah which clearly permits indirect 

movement of muktza.  

3) Rulings of R’ Yehudah  

R’ Yehudah ruled: It is permitted to crush peppers one at a time 

with the handle of a knife.  

Rava disagreed explaining that once a deviation was employed it is 

permitted to crush even many at a time.  

R’ Yehudah ruled: One who bathed should dry himself before exit-

ing the water so as not to carry the water on his body 4 amos.  

The Gemara asks: According to this reasoning, it should be prohibit-

ed to enter the water, since some of the water will be moved four amos. 

The Gemara answers that Chazal do not prohibit against transferring 

through one’s force in a karmelis.  

4) Misc. rulings  

A dispute is recorded regarding the permissible method to scrape 

mud off of one’s shoe. One opinion rules the mud should be scraped on 

the ground, a second opinion rules it should be scraped on a wall. A 

third opinion prohibits both cases and only permits scraping on a beam, 

and a fourth opinion permits all cases.  

Rava ruled: A person should not sit at the edge of the lechi because 

he may inadvertently carry an item that fell beyond the lechi into the 

public domain back into the alleyway ( ). רשות היחיד  

Rava ruled: It is prohibited to shake a barrel so that it should stand 

straight since it involves leveling holes in the ground.  

Rava ruled: It is prohibited to insert wet material in to the opening 

of a jug since he may come to squeeze out the liquid.  

R’ Kahana ruled: If one has clay on their garment they may rub the 

garment from the inside but not from the outside.  

The Gemara unsuccessfully challenges this ruling.  

R’ Avahu in the name of R’ Elazar in the name of R’ Yannai ruled: 

It is permitted to scrape clay off a new shoe, but not an old shoe. R’ Ava-

hu adds that scraping may only be done with a knife.  

A certain elder disputed this ruling from a Baraisa of R’ Chiya which 

prohibits scraping even new shoes.  

The Baraisa quoted discusses the permitted method of applying oil 

to one’s shoe or to a leather mat, and R’ Chisda explains the intent of 

the ruling.  

The Gemara concludes with a series of rulings related to shoes on 

Shabbos.  
 הדרן עלך תולין

5) MISHNAH: The Mishnah primarily deals with circumstances where it 

will be permitted to move muktza. R’ Yehudah rules that when one part 

terumah became mixed with one-hundred parts chulin, it is permissible 

to remove one part which is given to the kohen. 

(Continued on page 2) 

Rain drops on one’s clothing  
 דסחי במיא ליגיב פֵש יה ברישא והדר ליסליק אמר רב יהודה מאן 

T he Rosh (#15) writes that when a person is walking in the pub-

lic domain in the rain, the person will invariably transport the drops 

of rainwater which fall upon him and his clothing. Nevertheless, the 

Rabbis did not want to be strict and to prohibit the person from 

continuing to walk with these drops upon him.  

Beis Yosef (326,ד"ה הרוח) writes that the reason the rabbis did 

not prohibit this is because the amount of water being carried in 

only a trace amount. The Taz (326, #2) questions the premise of the 

Beis Yosef that rain water carried on a person is always a small 

amount. We see, he says, that a person caught in the rain has more 

water being carried on his clothes and body than we find by a per-

son coming out of a mikvah, yet the Gemara requires that a person 

coming out of a mikvah dry himself off before walking away.  

Therefore, the Taz explains that the reason a person can walk 

with rainwater on him is that the chachamim did not want to pro-

hibit conduct which is close to impossible to control. It is impossible 

for a person to never get caught in the rain on Shabbos, and prohib-

iting him from continuing to walk would be impracticable. A fur-

ther clarification of the opinion of the Beis Yosef leads us to ask why 

the rainwater should be allowed just because it is a small amount. 

The halacha is that it is prohibited to perform a unlawful act even if 

the amount being done is minimal (חצי שיעור אסור מן התורה). 

Reb Yitzchok Elchonon Spektor (Be’er Yitzchok O.C. 15:5) 

addresses this issue. He explains that חצי שיעור is not a problem if 

the person has no intention to complete a prohibited act. The rea-

son we prohibit חצי שיעור is that although it is too small to be 

significant, the fact that the person does this minute amount of la-

bor is that he considers it important for him. However, if the person 

did not do any action or express any interest in doing a melacha, the 

issue of חצי שיעור is not a problem. 

 REVIEW and Remember 
1. What is a permissible way to remove straw from one’s bed? 

2. Why is rubbing a soiled garment from the inside permitted? 

3. Why is there a difference between wearing a large shoe or a 

large shirt? 

4. What is the reason it is permitted to carry terumah that is 

tamei with terumah that is tahor? 
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Removing wet or sticky substances from fabric  
 א"ר כהא טיט שעל גבי בגדו מכסכסו מבפים ואין מכסכסו מבחוץ

A) If the substance is thick and moist  

Ordinarily, when wet mud, cholent, kugel, or similar thick substances 

become stuck to fabric, much of the stain remains well above the surface, 

with only a small amount becoming absorbed into the fabric and leaving a 

mark or discoloration.  

Even so, one may not attempt to remove the thick substance by fold-

ing the fabric on itself and rubbing it from side to side (with the unwanted 

substance in between) because this action simulates an act of Shifshuf. The 

Sages therefore forbade this activity, even if only the upper thickness of the 

substance is removed, with the absorbed part of the stain left fully remain-

ing.  

However, one may cause the thick mud or substance to peel off by 

folding the fabric on itself with the substance on the outside of the fold. 

The folded edge helps cause the thickness of the substance to lose grip of 

the cloth and fall away.) This is not similar to Shifshuf because no pressure 

is brought upon the stain. It is also not a question of Melabein because the 

fabric will not become truly clean in this manner.  

1: The moist substance may be gently scraped off with a spoon  

A spoon or the back of a knife may also be used to scrape off (gently, 

not vigorously) the part of the substance that is above the surface. The 

scraping does not simulate a true act of Shifshuf, and is not subject to the 

Rabbinical prohibition stated earlier. The fact that the upper thickness of 

the stain is being removed is also not a question of any Melocho because 

removing what is not absorbed in the fabric is not Melabein.  

One must be careful to scrape from the surface of the material only, 

and not attempt to lift any residual stain that is absorbed into the fabric.  

If necessary, one may even scrape the surface soil of a fabric with the 

sharp edge of a knife. However, this is not Halachically preferable.  

2: A wet cloth or paper napkin may not be used  

It is absolutely forbidden to wipe any soil or stain with a wet or damp 

cloth, because the wet cloth will act to lift the absorbed stain, which is 

Melabein. Moreover, this is likely to cause squeezing and thereby involve 

S'chitah.  

However, one may wipe the wet stain gently with a dry cloth or napkin 

if this does not fully remove the stain.  

B) Mud that dried on a fabric  

If wet mud dried on a fabric, one may not scrape it off in any manner 

because it will crumble into tiny particles. Causing the mud to crumble 

would involve the Melocho of Tochain. There is no permissible manner of 

removing dried mud from clothes, and the mud must therefore be left 

untouched.  

However, if one must wear the garment and is embarrassed because of the 

stain, he may ask a non-Jew to scrape it off. (The Rabbinic ordinance of Amira 

L'Akum is waived in deference to the consideration for Kovod Habriyos)  

If one judges that the clump of dried mud could probably be pried off 

and removed without crumbling into many particles, he may remove the 

mud himself. In that case, even if the mud does unintentionally crumble in 

the process, no Melacha was transgressed, because of the principle of Davar 

Sh'aino Miskavain.  

In all cases, if the substance is a food whose main ingredients were 

ground once before (cooked grain cereal, bread stuffing, etc.), then scrap-

ing is permitted because of the principle of Ain Tochein Achar Tochein. 

c) Peeling off a wet substance that dried on the fabric  

A thick, wet substance, such as a sauce, ketchup or mustard, that splat-

tered on a fabric and dried, and can now be cleanly peeled off, may not be 

removed on Shabbos. Similarly, paste or glue that dried on a fabric may 

not be peeled off. The reason as is follows:  

Removing these substances can be considered Melabein because, while 

still in their liquid state, they became absorbed somewhat into the weave of 

the fabric. The fact that a substance congeals and hardens into a single piece 

that can be peeled off does not diminish the essence of Melabein that occurs 

when the firm-gripping stain is pried out of the fabric.  

However, the substance may be peeled off and removed if a residual 

stain still remains in the fabric. The presence of the residual stain is an 

indication that what is being peeled off was itself never truly absorbed, but 

is a superficial layer of the stain. Removing this upper layer is not an act of 

Melabein because it does not constitute removal of an absorbed impurity, 

and is therefore not a true improvement of the garment.  
1 The 39 Melachos, by Rabbi Dovid Ribiat, pages 1336-1339. Used with permission. 
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Mercy of a father  
 וטל אדם את בו והאבן בידו

A person may take his son in his arms even when the 

son has a stone in his hand.  

R av David Pardo in his commentary to the 

Mishnah entitled Shoshanim LiDavid (here) notes 

that in our Mishnah the subject is a father with his 

son in his arms. This is in contradistinction to a 

previous Mishnah (above 128b), where the subject 

is a woman, as the Mishnah states there:   אשה מדדה

 a woman may help her young son walk by) את בה 

supporting his arms from behind, while the child 

moves his feet and walks). Why does the Mishnah 

change the subject from a woman to a father? The 

Gemara understands our Mishnah to be referring 

to a situation where the child is longing for the 

father (וק שיש לו גיעוגועין על אביוכתי) and therefore 

the father picks up the child and carries him. Such 

a situation, remarks Rav Pardo, is suggestive of the 

verse (Tehilim 103:13) that states  יםכרחם אב על ב 

(like a father has mercy upon his children). Thus, 

in describing a situation where the child is hanker-

ing for the parent’s attention to be lifted up, the 

Mishnah selects the father as the subject in keeping 

with indication of the verse.  

Interestingly, the Midrash (Pisikta DiRav 

Kahana 19:3) identifies the father with the trait 

of mercy (רחם—based upon the verse (Tehilim 

 as the father has mercy כרחם אב עלבים (103:13

upon the children), and the mother is identified 

with the trait of comfort (חם—as the verse 

(Yeshaya 66:13) states וחמכאיש אשר אמו ת like 

a man whose mother comforts him). [For a fuller 

treatment of this subject, see Rav Chaim 

Chizkiah Medini in his encyclopedic work Sidai 

Chemed (K’lalim, Ma’areches Alef 144, and 

more extensively there in Pi’as HaSadeh 97). See 

as well Rabaynu Bachya to Bereshis (2:23).]  

Gemara GEM   

HALACHAH Highlight 6) Carrying a child with something attached to his neck  

Rava ruled: If one carries a living child with a pouch around the child’s 

neck he is liable for carrying the pouch. If the child is dead he is exempt.  

The rationale behind the first ruling is that he’s exempt for carrying 

the child because the child supports his own weight but he is liable for 

the pouch because the pouch is not secondary to the child.  

The rationale behind the second ruling is that carrying the dead 

child constitutes a melacha performed for something other than its de-

fined purpose.  

The Gemara questions Rava’s ruling from the Mishnah that indi-

cates that one is not liable for moving muktza when carrying his son who 

is holding muktza.  

R’ Yannai explains that the Mishnah refers to a case where the child 

may become ill and the restriction against moving muktza is suspended.   

(Insight...continued from page 1) 


